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Make a Monumental Impact and Register
for CADCA’s National Leadership Forum

H

ave you "suited up" to make a
Monumental Impact at CADCA's
26th National Leadership Forum
Feb. 1-4 and the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration’s
12th Annual Prevention Day? We look
forward to seeing you at the premier training event for community-based substance
abuse prevention leaders. Whether you’re
a coalition leader, a law enforcement officer, a concerned parent, a volunteer, a
faith leader – in short, anyone interested in
building healthy and drug-free communities – the CADCA Forum is for you!
Bertha K. Madras, PhD, Professor of
Psychobiology, Department of Psychiatry
at Harvard Medical School, will keynote
the National Leadership Plenary. Dr.
Madras will address the importance
of using science to inform the public
about marijuana's harm. DEA Acting
Administrator Chuck Rosenberg, CADCA
Chairman and CEO Gen. Arthur Dean and
Director of the Office of National Drug
Control Policy Michael Botticelli will
also be featured speakers at the National
Leadership Plenary.
Coalitions will have 75 courses to choose
from during the Forum.

Dr. Bertha K. Madras

Chuck Rosenberg
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CADCA Celebrates its Drug Free Kids
Campaign with Awards Dinner

From left to right: CADCA honored Mark Trudeau, President and Chief Executive Officer of Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals, as its
Humanitarian of the Year at the dinner; CADCA honored Karen and Jamie Moyer, co-founders and vice presidents of The Moyer
Foundation, as the 2015 Champions for Drug-Free Kids; Students DeJohn Taylor and Lauren Foisy spoke about their National Youth
Leadership Initiative experiences and training at the dinner.

M

ore than 400 business, Federal,
Congressional, and coalition
leaders from across the country
attended CADCA’s 17th annual Drug-Free
Kids Campaign Awards Dinner Oct. 7 in
Washington, D.C. The Drug-Free Kids
Campaign recognizes leaders who support
CADCA’s effective substance abuse
prevention model. Funds raised through the
campaign help support CADCA’s efforts
to build and strengthen local community
coalitions and transform youth into civic
leaders to reduce substance abuse.
The Honorable William Lacy Clay, Jr.
(D-Mo.), a major champion for drug
prevention, provided remarks and local
anchorman Leon Harris served as the
evening’s Master of Ceremonies. The
Honorable Mary Bono, the 2015 Campaign
Dinner Chair, also addressed the audience that included members of CADCA’s
DC-area coalitions and its Coalition
Advisory Committee.

CADCA honored Mark Trudeau, President
and Chief Executive Officer of Mallinckrodt
Pharmaceuticals, as its Humanitarian of the
Year for his personal commitment to help
prevent teen drug use, support of CADCA’s
mission and Mallinckrodt’s collaborative
approach to addressing our nation’s opioid
addiction crisis.
“For over two decades, CADCA’s evidencebased community problem solving model
has trained community coalitions around
the country to develop comprehensive
solutions to their local substance abuse
problems,” said CADCA Chairman and
CEO Gen. Arthur T. Dean. “However,
addressing our nation’s substance abuse
challenges requires collaboration and
commitment from every sector, including
the business community. Mark Trudeau
and Mallinckrodt represent an outstanding
partner, working closely with CADCA to
address the complex issues of substance
abuse and diversion.”

“I walk slowly, but I never walk backward,”
Humanitarian of the Year Mark Trudeau quoting
President Lincoln at CADCA’s Drug-Free Kids
Campaign Dinner held in Washington in October.

“Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals is dedicated to providing safe and effective medications for the treatment of patients with
pain and is equally committed to working
with policymakers, law enforcement and
industry to address the complex issues of
opioid addiction and abuse,” Trudeau said.
“To be successful, state and federal legislators and regulators, patients and patient
advocacy groups, physicians and provider
groups, healthcare facilities, pharmacies,
law enforcement, wholesalers, and manufacturers must all work together.”
Trudeau ended his remarks with a quote
from President Abraham Lincoln: “I walk
slowly, but I never walk backward.”
CADCA also honored Karen and Jamie
Moyer, co-founders and vice presidents
of The Moyer Foundation, as the 2015
Champions for Drug-Free Kids, recognizing their commitment to helping children
impacted by substance use disorders and
trauma.
“I can’t think of a better demonstration of
what this is all about,” Karen Moyer said.
“The bigger the team, the bigger the difference.” The latter was a baseball reference
for her husband, Jamie, a retired World
Series MLB player.

Continued on page 16
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Pilot Project Launched to Ensure Safe and
Effective Prescription Drug Disposal

C

ADCA
and
Mallinckrodt
Pharmaceuticals launched a
pilot project, CADCA’s Rx
Disposal Communities of Practice, in
Florida's Hillsborough, Collier, Manatee
and Seminole counties on Sept. 26 to
ensure the safe and effective disposal of
prescription medications. This pilot project is the next step in an overall strategy
to help prevent prescription drug misuse
in Florida.
The kick-off event for CADCA’s
Communities of Practice project took
place at CVS Pharmacy locations where
participants were given a home drug
deactivation system to safely dispose of
expired and unneeded medications.
CADCA began working with local coalitions on a multi-year pilot grounded in
research. Local coalitions will work to
identify best practices in safe use, storage and disposal of medications, and
determine if these best practices can be
replicated in other communities. From
this study, we will learn if an individual’s
behavior regarding safe use, storage and
disposal is more influenced by messaging regarding their own, or family safety;
safeguarding the community; or protecting the environment.

“Our coalitions serve to find solutions
for their community’s problems by serving as the local expert on prescription
drug abuse. This pilot project provides us
with an opportunity to expand on what
we have built and amplify the dialogue
surrounding disposal of prescription medications, said Mary Elizabeth
Elliott, Vice President, Communications,
Membership & IT at CADCA. “We are
providing 40,000 Floridians a new tool to
keep our community safe by practicing
home disposal.”

said Kevin Webb, Director of Advocacy
Relations of Mallinckrodt. “CADCA
and Mallinckrodt share a commitment
to expand awareness about the dangers
involved with prescription medicine
misuse and abuse, and to advance solutions to this growing challenge. We are
excited to support a project to provide
Floridians with an easy-to-use home
disposal alternative to encourage and
support the appropriate use and safe
disposal of pain and other medications.”

Each site will receive high-touch and
high-tech training and technical assistance from CADCA in a Community of
Practice model where a comprehensive,
evidence-based strategic framework will
guide their efforts, and in part to disseminate 40,000 home medication inactivation disposal pouches. The coalition
will distribute pouches and engage the
community to understand the best strategies moving forward.

The pouches, manufactured by Verde
Technologies, use a patented technology to chemically neutralize prescription
drugs and make them safe for disposal.
In addition, the biodegradable material is
environmentally friendly.

“Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals is dedicated to providing safe and effective
medications and is equally committed to
working with policymakers, law enforcement and industry to address the complex
issues of opioid addiction and abuse,”

Without law enforcement, take back day events would not be as successful.

4

“It’s important to remember that safe
disposal can help prevent accidental
poisoning, overdose and abuse. Medicine
abuse is preventable and we can all be
part of the solution through safe use, storage and disposal,” said Melanie Black, the
Executive Director of Drug Free Collier,
a CADCA member, and a participant in
the Communities of Practice project. n

Florida pharmacy students staffed take back
day events.
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CADCA Mobilizes Its Members to Help Pass Landmark
Education Legislation with Vital Substance Abuse
Prevention Provisions Included

C

ongress passed and the President signed
into law S. 1177, the Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA), a landmark reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) – the first time since
2001's No Child Left Behind – which includes
several crucially important provisions regarding
substance abuse prevention that CADCA and its
members advocated hard for over the course of
nearly one year.
Substance Abuse Prevention Provisions
Included in the Every Student Succeeds Act:
The final version of S. 1177 that was signed into
law by the President included almost all of the
provisions that CADCA and its members had
advocated for throughout the past year in the bill's
Title IV, 21st Century Schools:
• inclusion of the words "drug use and abuse"
in relevant sections throughout Title IV,
which had not been included at all in the
original draft of the bill;
• additional language to the purpose section
of Title IV as well as throughout the title
for grants to States and local educational
agencies to include "foster[ing] safe, healthy,
supportive, and drug-free environments that
support student academic achievement";
• further definition of drug prevention to include
"raising awareness about the consequences of
drug use that are evidence-based"; and
• requiring local educational agencies (LEA)
to use at least 20% of student support and
academic enrichment grant funding for drug
and violence prevention
This is a massive achievement for the field of
substance abuse prevention, and for CADCA
and its members. The ESSA will now provide
funding for evidence-based drug prevention
in schools that will help every community in
America to be safe, healthy, and drug-free.
With the elimination of funding for the state
grants portion of the Safe and Drug-Free Schools
and Communities program in FY 2009, there
has been almost no federal funding for school-

based drug prevention. The passage of the
ESSA does not appropriate a specific amount of
money towards drug prevention, but its requirement for LEAs to use at least 20% of academic
enrichment grant funding, will result in vital
federal education funding for school-based drug
prevention.
Without CADCA's advocacy efforts on this
issue, these provisions addressing substance
use prevention would not have been included
at all. No other national advocacy organization
attempted to address the issues that CADCA
brought up; the success of getting these drug
prevention measures into the final version of
the ESSA can be entirely credited to CADCA
and its members.
Stephanie Armbrister Strutner, MPH, CPS II,
Executive Director, Allies for Substance Abuse
Prevention of Anderson County, in Clinton,
Tenn., worked on ESSA with CADCA. She will
be honored with an Advocate of the Year award at
CADCA’s upcoming National Leadership Forum.
Strutner told CADCA, “I was thrilled to be asked
by (CADCA’s Public Policy Consultant) Sue
Thau to help share information with my elected
members of Congress and their aides which was
imperative to our work in the field of substance
abuse prevention. Thau and her team do an excellent job setting the stage to make it easy for us,
as members of CADCA, to share information in
a timely fashion to our elected leaders.”
Strutner continued, “It was a pleasure to play
a role in such an important development in
the progress made in the field of substance
abuse prevention. The inclusion of specific drug
prevention language in the ESEA re-authorization ensures that our efforts, as well as those
of our valued partners across the country and
within our own communities, will continue to
initiate population-level change. Using available data on risk factors, including incidence,
prevalence, and perceptions of factors predictive
of drug use are critical components which will
ensure we develop comprehensive needs assessments that lead us to establish healthy, safe
communities.” n
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CADCA MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:
Pennsylvania Works to Remedy Cough Medicine Abuse

T

he Bucks Promise for Youth and
Communities consortium has
worked to raise awareness about
medicine abuse in their community,
especially with over-the-counter products
containing dextromethorphan (DXM).
When used as directed, DXM is a safe
and effective cough suppressant. But the
coalition knew that some youth were
purchasing and consuming large amounts
of cough medicine to get high.
They knew that this wasn’t just happening in their own backyard, but all over
the country. So, they collaborated with
local partners such as The Bucks County
Drug and Alcohol Commission, Inc.,
Communities that Care Regional and The
Commonwealth Prevention Alliance, as
well as the national Consumer Healthcare
Products Association (CHPA), which
represents the leading makers of OTC
medicines, to educate parents and lawmakers about the dangers of cough syrup.
One of the results of the collaboration
is legislation called the DXM Abuse
Prevention (DAP) Act. The DAP Act
(H.R. 3250) would amend the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to:

•

•

Prohibit the sale—both retail and
online— of OTC medicines containing DXM to individuals younger
than 18. Enacting this restriction at
the federal level would reduce the
potential for abuse of DXM and
establish a clear, consistent, nationwide standard for compliance.
Restrict sales of raw dextromethorphan to ensure that only legitimate
entities registered with the FDA
or comparable state agencies can
purchase raw, unfinished (bulk)
DXM, the active form of the ingredient. Currently, there are no national
sales or purchase restrictions for the
acquisition of bulk DXM.

The coalition recently drafted two op-eds
that were published in their local newspapers and provided an information packet
to lawmakers.
“An empty beer can or pack of cigarettes in the trash would immediately
grab a parent’s attention, but an empty
bottle or box of cough medicine may
not arouse any suspicion if a parent is
unaware of DXM abuse,” Donna Foisy

wrote in one of their editorials. Foisy
is the Project Director of the Bucks
Promise for Youth and Communities and
the Youth Co-Coordinator of the Council
Rock Coalition for Healthy Youth.
Until the DAP Act is passed, Foisy recommends that parents continue to address
medicine abuse with their own children.
“Talk to your children and monitor your
medications. Safely dispose of expired
or unneeded medications. I think the
issue of DXM is important so parents are
aware and concerned. I think it’s one of
those abused substances that is so under
the radar. If we can create barriers, make
it inconvenient for abuse with our youth,
that they have to be of age to get it or buy
it behind the counter…if they want to use
the cough syrup, they have to get it from
an adult,” she said.
The coalition is a previous recipient of
CADCA’s Dose of Prevention award and
Foisy will be honored as an Advocate of
the Year at CADCA's upcoming Forum.
n

Donna Foisy has been an
advocate for The Sober
Truth on Preventing
Underage Drinking Act
(STOP Act) of 2006, the
nation’s first comprehensive
legislation on underage
drinking, and is now
advocating for legislation to
stop cough medicine abuse.
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CADCA Had Just What the Doctor Ordered During
National Medicine Abuse Awareness Month

D

id you know that one in 25 youth ages 12 through 17 has
abused cough medicine to get high from its dextromethorphan ingredient, and one in 5 young adults has abused
a prescription drug? CADCA thanks our coalitions across the
country who held forums or events to educate their communities
and raise awareness of prescription and over-the-counter medicine
abuse during National Medicine Abuse Awareness Month and
participated in the CADCA 50 Challenge.
Three coalitions were selected to receive special recognition, with
the Shelby County Drug Free Coalition in Indiana just named
CADCA’s Dose of Prevention Award winner. The coalition’s
CADCA 50 Challenge was met and included special events at
their schools and even an essay contest.

CADCA supported President Barack Obama’s remarks during
NMAAM on prescription drug abuse and heroin use at a community
forum in West Virginia, a state significantly impacted by this epidemic.
The Obama Administration announced public and private sector
efforts to address prescription drug abuse and heroin use, which
included a number of new commitments from organizations across
the country, including CADCA. CADCA has committed to: train
2,000 youth leaders across the country about the dangers of prescription drug abuse; train 12,000 youth and adult leaders on effective

prescription drug abuse prevention strategies; and hold 100 community forums to mobilize youth and adult leaders on this issue in 2016.
Learn more strategies to reduce medicine abuse in your community
at preventrxabuse.org. Thanks to CHPA, HDMA, Mallinckrodt
Pharmaceuticals, McNeil Consumer Healthcare, Gannett, and
CASA Columbia for making our campaign happen. n

CADCA’s 2016 National Leadership Forum (continued from cover)
Training sessions and Ideas Fair Poster
Presentations will be programmed in the
following thematic tracks and scheduled
throughout the conference:

• Coalitions: Enterprising Successes

• Coalitions: What's Trending?

• Coalitions: Communicating Influence

•

Coalitions: A Collective Impact

•

•

Coalitions: The Leadership Vantage
Point

• Coalitions: Cross Sector Significance

CADCA’s Forum will be held at the Gaylord
National Resort and Convention Center
outside of Washington, D.C. Groups of
five or more receive a discount on registration. Learn more about lodging reservations
and register for the Forum at cadca.org/
forum2016. n

• Coalitions: Landmarks of Collaboration
Coalitions: Powerful Advocates

• Coalitions: Dynamic Youth Champions

Don’t miss CADCA’s annual Capitol Hill Day where you’ll discuss key local issues with your representatives.

www.cadca.org | Coalitions
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Longitudinal Study Shows Significant Increase in Coalition Effectiveness aft

T

he National Coalition Academy (NCA), is a comprehensive training program developed by CADCA’s National
Coalition Institute. The Institute was created in 2001, under
the Drug-Free Communities Support Program Act in collaboration
with the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) and
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration’s
Center for Substance Abuse Prevention (SAMHSA/CSAP).

1. Overall Capacity

2. Use of Comprehensive
Strategies
3. Use of Environmental
Strategies
4. Student perception of
parental disapproval
for using
a. marijuana
b. tobacco

30 Day
Use of

Marijuana

Significant Decreases

Significant Increases

The Coalition Academy teaches leaders core competencies
(“what they need to know”) and essential processes (“what
their team needs to do”) to establish and maintain a highly
effective anti-drug coalition. The training curriculum focuses
on increasing coalitions’ ability to identify and adopt tools,
mechanisms and measures to evaluate their work and increase
the effectiveness of adopting evidence-based policies, practices
and programs. Since Its inception, the Institute has documented
and evaluated the impact of its work on coalition effectiveness
to reduce substance abuse.

Longitudinal Evaluation of the Impact of CADCA’s Institute Training
& TA On Coalition Effectiveness; Dr. Pennie Foster-Fishman, Ph.D.
Michigan State University, February 7, 2015

Summary of Findings Over Time
Using a growth curve analysis, Michigan State University assessed
coalition change and problem solving capacity over time. Findings
collected from 81 DFC coalitions suggest that coalitions trained
by CADCA’s National Coalition Academy become more effective
at promoting needed environmental changes within their communities and these changes are beginning to show significant impact
on youths’ 30-day use rates of marijuana and youths’ perceptions
of their parents’ disapproval of marijuana and tobacco.
Specifically, results from this four year study suggest that initially
following CADCA’s Academy training, coalitions experienced
significant growth in all elements of CADCA’s problem solving
model with some significant growth emerging as early as three
months and community changes within six months post training.
More importantly, these increases in coalition capacity and effectiveness were sustained over a four-year period. Overall, the evaluation findings illustrate that CADCA’s problem solving model is
a robust framework; predicting change effectively across a variety
of coalitions, at various points across a four-year time period, and
leading to important community changes and emerging shifts in
substance abuse rates.
Long-term outcome measures are aimed at increasing the percent
of coalitions that adopt and implement CADCA’s problem solving
model. Determining the extent that the Institute assists coalitions
with becoming proficient in CADCA’s problem solving model
remains the primary methodology used by the Institute to measure
its success.
A strong body of research indicates that the core competencies and
essential processes which have been calibrated by the Institute are
the basic building blocks of successful community problem solv-

The National Coalition Institute’s Framework for Community Change

Institute
Training and
Technical
Assistance

8

Enhanced
Coalition
Capacity

Coalitions
Implementing
Essential
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Coalitions
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Population
Level
Outcomes
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ess after CADCA’s National Coalition Academy Training
ing irrespective of the problem being tackled. As such, the Institute
continues to support coalitions with increasing their skills capacity
regarding core competencies, essential processes and critical products. When a community coalition implements this process, it is
more likely to decrease rates of substance abuse over time.
The Institute’s framework asserts that properly trained coalitions
with increased capacity will implement more essential processes
and those that implement more essential processes will pursue more
comprehensive strategies. Coalitions that pursue more comprehensive strategies will create more community change which
leads to improved population level outcomes. A longitudinal
study conducted by Dr. Pennie Foster-Fishman of Michigan State
University shows statistically significant increases in coalition
effectiveness after CADCA’s National Coalition Academy Training.
Purpose of Longitudinal Study
The purpose of the study was to examine if and how coalitions
trained by CADCA’s Institute developed their problem solving
effectiveness over time and the extent to which this increased
problem solving effectiveness impacts population level outcomes.
The evaluation examined the following questions:
1. To what extent do DFC coalitions become more effective over
time?
2. To what extent does CADCA’s Framework for Community
Change explain this process? Does this framework work for
most coalitions or is the problem solving process different for
different types of coalitions?

3. To what extent does the pursuit of CADCA’s problem solving
approach reduce youth substance abuse rates?
Importance to the Coalition Field
The Institute increases coalition effectiveness through training
and technical assistance (TA). The Institute assists coalitions
in implementing, operating and sustaining effective local-level
community anti-drug strategies that result in a reduction of youth
substance abuse. Michigan State’s longitudinal study evaluation
data indicates that Institute-trained coalitions do, indeed, progress
at a faster rate as measured by the amount of time it takes to begin
to implement community changes.
Special emphasis is placed on helping coalitions to develop and
carry out strategic plans that result in measurable population-level
reductions in local substance abuse. CADCA’s Institute leverages
resources from multiple agencies through federal, state and local
governments, philanthropies, and universities to bring the best
available knowledge, information, technology and innovation to
local community coalitions.
“Through this process and other CADCA initiatives, the Institute
helps to advance the “science” of effective coalition practice,
contributes to workforce development for the field, disseminates
best practice publications, innovates and provides effective
support to communities in the United States, its territories, tribal
nations and internationally,” stated Kareemah Abdullah, Institute
Director and Vice President, Training Operations. n
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Coalition Members Unite in Indianapolis to Become Change
Agents at CADCA’s 14th Annual Mid-Year Training

Thirty delegates from all over the world attended CADCA’s training event along with 1,500 American coalition members.

I

n August, more than 1,500 substance
abuse prevention and treatment specialists from across the country convened in
Indianapolis for CADCA’s 2015 Mid-Year
Training Institute. The week-long training,
held at the JW Marriott, taught participants
how to address one of our nation’s biggest
public health challenges – youth drug use.
CADCA sent first-time attendee Lee Jack
Alirez home, revved up and ready to implement new ideas as an “Agent of Change” in
Truth or Consequences, NM. A new police
chief there, but a veteran law enforcement
officer, Alirez said, “What an amazing
group of national and international professionals committed to improving quality of
life and health for others. I’m honored to be
considered among them.”
Mid-week, participants got to hear from and
interact with Michael Botticelli, Director of
the Office of National Drug Control Policy.
He released Drug-Free Communities evaluation data that showed coalitions are effective. Read a blog with the evaluation results
debuted during the conference by Botticelli
and CADCA’s Chairman and CEO Gen.
Arthur T. Dean about “Combating Youth
Prescription Drug Use through Coalitions”
on CADCA’s website.
Botticelli spent an afternoon with 200 youth
from around the country who participated in
CADCA’s youth-led, adult guided training, the
National Youth Leadership Initiative (NYLI),
where they learned how to become drug
prevention advocates and powerful commu-

10

nity leaders. Later, DFC Administrator Helen
Hernandez addressed both adults and youth at
a Town Hall meeting.
"The Mid-Year is a unique professional
development opportunity for anyone trying
to prevent and reduce drug abuse, and its
related problems, in their community,”
said General Arthur T. Dean, CADCA's
Chairman and CEO. “After four days of
intensive training, we hope participants
return to their communities with new skills
and strategies, and a clearer roadmap to
create environments where young people
can thrive.”
CADCA’s Mid-Year covered a wide range
of topics – everything from how to prevent
prescription drug abuse and reduce heroin
use to how to create tobacco-free environments, reduce impaired driving and develop
policies to reduce marijuana use, synthetic
drug use and underage drinking.
Keynote speakers included Kana Enomoto,
Deputy Principal Administrator for the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration (SAMHSA)
and Karla Sneegas, Branch Chief, Office
of Smoking and Health, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Office of
Smoking and Health.
In addition, participants heard from a
number of renowned experts in the field of
drug use prevention, treatment and research.
Cedric McClester, Forward South Bronx
Coalition, New York, said, “Under the

auspices of CADCA’s Framework for
Community Change, I received evidencebased training and the requisite skills, to
enable me to confront the substance abuse
challenges that many South Bronx youth
face.”
CADCA welcomed international guests
as well as a delegation from the Navajo
Nation. Others walked along Indy’s canal
as part of CADCA’s Healthy Happy Hour.
For the first time, CADCA offered an
Advanced Coalition Academy and a special
track for law enforcement personnel.
Lilybeth Selda, a coalition leader from the
Philippines, joined 33 people from 14 countries at CADCA’s Mid-Year training.
“The training indeed gave me new insights
on the happenings around the globe on the
determination and efforts being exerted
by different nations in fighting substance
abuse; the different sessions I attended has
surely provided me fresh and useful ideas to
which our coalitions will eventually adapt
in order to make it functional. Meeting the
other international participants opens a new
door in establishing good relationship with
other nations and be able to exchange ideas,
perspectives and techniques in line with our
fight on substance abuse,” she said.
Philip Boateng Mensah, Executive Director,
Philip Foundation Programme/In Country
Coordinator, Ghana, agreed. “My participation in the Mid-Year Training has been very
insightful and enriching. Participating in
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In their own words… By CADCA’s Membership Team
the various sessions, especially
"Telling The Story Through
Data" provided me the skill in
using data to tell stories to give
a better picture of issues being
presented.”

CADCA Hosts First-Ever Mid-Year
Community Service Project

Louina le Roux, the National
Coordinator of the South African
National Council on Alcoholism
and Drug Dependence, made the
36-hour journey to Indianapolis
for the training.
“I returned home with a new
vision, empowered with so much
new knowledge that I will surely
share with our coalitions,” she
said.
The State Department’s Bureau of
International Narcotics and Law
Enforcement Affairs (INL) in
Mexico City organized a delegation of seven Mexican government
officials to attend the Mid-Year.
The purpose of the delegation's
visit was to learn more about the
community coalition strategy as
well as to meet with CADCA
staff and members of the Network
of Community Coalitions Mexico
(RCCM) to discuss steps for
institutionalizing community
coalitions into Mexico’s drug
prevention infrastructure.
The overall reaction from the
international participants who
attended the Mid-Year was
extremely positive. The participants appreciated the opportunity
to hone their skills and learn
more about the coalition model
and they were very excited
to meet and learn from peers
developing coalitions in other
countries around the world.
The participants made time to
network and exchange information and appeared very interested
in staying in touch with one
another after the Mid-Year to
share stories and experiences on
developing coalitions as well as
to have additional contacts to
turn to for promising practices
in achieving population-level
reductions in drug use. n

For the first time at the Mid-Year Training
Institute, CADCA participated in an after-hours
community service project. More than 50
coalition members, including youth, spent one
evening volunteering to paint, organize and
scrub a home for local people in recovery.
“For me, the community service event was
the best event I’ve done at CADCA in my five
times attending Mid-Year. It really rekindled
my love for the recovery field and all the
unselfish work that it takes to make things
like recovery homes work and strive,” Peter
Dell’Aquila, Project Coordinator with Braidwood
Area Healthy Community from Joliet, Ill., told
CADCA’s membership team.
The inaugural group of volunteers took a few
hours out of their jam-packed training session
schedules to volunteer at the Indianapolis,
Indiana-based Pathway to Recovery facility.
Pathway to Recovery provides housing and
support services to the homeless as they
overcome addiction and mental illness. The
program offers the guidance needed for the
participants to lead clean and sober lives as
they become mentally and physically stable
along the road to financial self-sufficiency and
independent living.
Pathway to Recovery house welcomed CADCA
staff and volunteers with open arms to help

beautify and spruce up their threehouse compound. The event started
out with a wonderful introduction
from Sandy Jefferys, the Executive
Director of Pathway, who has
been with the organization for
over 20 years. She shared how
Pathway went from one facility,
housing several residents in 1994,
to today, housing more than 150
residents in 2014 alone. We had
the opportunity to hear the story
of one alumnus whose journey
of broken promises, failed relationships and
substance abuse brought her to Pathway and
how she turned her life around because of the
support of Pathways. Her story empowered us all
to give our best that evening.
Five teams that included a mix of Pathway
residents and CADCA volunteers worked on
projects from painting hallways, cleaning
and organizing the main kitchen, creating a
basement space for children and landscaping.
To see the residents and CADCA volunteers,
both adults and youth, interact and be
engaged in meaningful and lasting dialogue
about their experience with substance
abuse and the power of prevention was
heartwarming and inspiring.
CADCA believes that places like Pathway give
people hope for recovery and a drug-free
tomorrow. Coalition leaders work tirelessly
to educate communities about the dangers
of drugs and the power of prevention. This
opportunity allowed attendees to get into
the field and work with individuals who
face the struggles of addiction every day.
Among Mid-Year attendees, the response
was overwhelming. CADCA is exploring
new volunteer opportunities that can be
incorporated in future national trainings.
www.cadca.org | Coalitions 11
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News Briefs
CADCA Offers Real 		
Must-See TV
Watch “The Sobering Consequences of
Underage Drinking,” to learn about the latest
trends in underage drinking including the
science behind the statistics, some of the
serious consequences that come from underage and binge drinking, and what coalition
members can do about it. The program debuted
in September on CADCA’s You Tube channel
and on several coalitions’ TV stations.
The program features Sean C. Briscoe, Patrol
Sergeant, Sturgis, S.D. Police Department;
Bob Brewer, MD, MSPH, Epidemiologist,
Lead, Alcohol Program, Division of Adult
and Community Health, National Center
for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health
Promotion, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention; and Kara Graveman, Executive
Director, Action for the Betterment of the
Community (ABC) in Sturgis, S.D. Mary
Elizabeth Elliott, CADCA’s Vice-President of
Communications, Membership and IT, serves
at the program’s host.
Graveman discusses the impact of the annual
rally in her community on this CADCA TV
episode and told CADCA, “In a town of only
6,500 people, it’s hard to imagine that businesses promote selling over one million cans
of beer in a week.”
You can watch the show on CADCA’s You
Tube channel at youtube.com/CADCA09.
Do you have an idea for the next CADCA
TV topic? Email vcarlborg@cadca.org with
suggestions.

CADCA Hosts 2nd Annual Tobacco Symposium
The Geographic Health Equity Alliance, a
national network led by CADCA, hosted the
2015 Geographic Health Equity Symposium
at Tulane University School of Public Health
and Tropical Medicine in New Orleans in
September. More than 80 registrants ranged
from 18 states and represented a wide mix of
public health professionals.
Among the speakers were Kathryn E. Weaver,
PhD, MPH, Associate Professor of Public
Sciences at Wake Forest School of Medicine
who discussed “Optimal Health for Cancer
Survivors: The Who, What, When, Where,
Why and How,” and “Drafting Effective
Tobacco-Free Policies in Southern States &
Rural Areas” was covered by Mike Freiberg,
JD, Staff Attorney at Tobacco Control Legal
Consortium.

New Orleans Councilwoman Latoya
Cantrell and Gen. Arthur T. Dean

Attendees learned cutting-edge research findings on tobacco-related disparities at point
of sale and promising policy solutions by engaging with keynote speaker Dr. Kurt
M. Ribisl. Dr. Ribisl is a professor in the Department of Health Behavior at the UNC
Gillings School of Global Public Health at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill and Program Leader for Cancer Prevention and Control at UNC’s Lineberger
Comprehensive Cancer Center. Day one culminated in an address by our host, Dr.
Maureen Lichtveld, Professor and Chair Dept. of Global Environmental Health
Sciences, Tulane University, School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine
On day two of the symposium, Dr. Chris Fulcher, who co-directs the Center for Applied
Research and Environmental Systems (CARES) at the University of Missouri, led
a training in Geographic Information Systems, data visualization, and community
engagement tools.
CADCA piloted its new training materials, an approach to apply its Seven Strategies
for Community Change to geographic tobacco and cancer health disparities.
CADCA Chairman and CEO Gen. Arthur T. Dean presented an award to New Orleans
Councilwoman Latoya Cantrell for her efforts at helping her city breathe easier. The
city is the first major one in that state to go 100 percent smoke free because of an ordinance that Cantrell introduced last year.
“Despite the ordinance being in effect for less than 6 months now, we have already seen
positive public health implications on the city. For example, a study by Smoke-Free
NOLA demonstrated a 96 percent reduction in the level of fine air pollution within a
sample of venues in the city before and after the smoke-free ordinance took effect. I am
confident we will see even more positive public health outcomes in the future as a result
of this policy, such as reduced cancer incidence, less heart disease, and lower rates of
respiratory illness in our city,” Cantrell told the audience.
Learn more about CADCA’s Geographic Health Equity Alliance at 		
nohealthdisparities.org.
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Expanded National Drug and Alcohol Facts Week 		
begins Jan. 25

Grant Funding Opportunity
for all Coalitions!

The two institutes who have often worked together on research and prevention initiatives, will join forces on a National Drug and Alcohol Facts Week. The annual, weeklong observance, formerly called National Drug Facts Week, will bring together teens
and scientific experts to shatter persistent myths about substance use and addiction and
will feature information about alcohol in addition to drug use.

The Cardinal Health Foundation and their
Generation Rx program are proud to partner
with CADCA to support community coalitions in preventing the misuse of prescription medications. Generation Rx aims to
educate people
of all ages about
prescription drug
misuse prevention through free, downloadable resources
to share in your community. Coalitions
in the United States and Puerto Rico are
encouraged to apply for the Generation
Rx Medication Disposal Grant Program,
which is accepting applications for grants
$10,000 - $25,000 through January 22,
2016. Grants are intended to support
promotion and education efforts associated with existing or new medication
disposal programs. Find complete grant
program criteria as well as apply for grant
funding online at www.cardinalhealth.
com/community.

“We are delighted that we can now fully focus on the scientific facts about alcohol as
well as other drugs that are popular among teens,” said NIDA Director Nora D. Volkow,
M.D., in a news release. “This partnership will allow teachers and other organizers to
create events that are tailor-made for the specific issues in their communities by accessing links to the needed resources for drugs and alcohol all in one place.”
“Just as NIAAA and NIDA scientists routinely collaborate on many issues of common
concern, it’s vital that we join together in this effort to ensure that young people get the
facts about how alcohol and drugs can affect them, both in the short-term and over their
lifetime,” said NIAAA Director George F. Koob, Ph.D.
The week-long observance was launched five years ago to counteract the myths about
drugs and alcohol that teens often hear from the Internet, TV, movies, music, or friends.
Since its inception, the number of community-based events has grown dramatically, with
more than 1,500 held last January throughout all 50 states and several international sites.
Events link teens with scientists and other experts, creating a safe place for teens to ask
questions about drug and alcohol use, without judgment or lectures. Events can be sponsored by a variety of organizations, including schools, community groups, sports clubs,
and hospitals. Event holders are provided with an online toolkit that advises teens and
their adult coordinators how to create an event, publicize it, find an expert, and obtain
scientific information on drugs.
Ideas for events, as well as success stories from previous years, are highlighted on the
National Drug and Alcohol Facts Week Web portal that resides within the NIDA for
Teens site. Special resources on alcohol have been added this year in recognition of the
new partnership. The site also features a new tobacco toolkit for event holders who want
to focus on the scientific facts about smoking.
Event holders who register online will receive
free booklets with science-based facts
about drugs and alcohol, including one
of NIDA’s most in-demand teen publications, Drugs: Shatter the Myths.
Also this year, NIDA and NIAAA
offer three interactive tools that can be
projected on large screens at events or
used with mobile devices.
Learn more at teens.drugabuse.gov.

CADCA Supported UNITE
to Face Addiction Rally in
Washington, D.C.
CADCA was among the numerous supporters for a first-ever UNITE To Face Addiction
national rally in October on the National
Mall in Washington, D.C.
More than 600 diverse organizations from
around the country launched a first-of-itskind campaign to confront America’s denial
about the most urgent health crisis facing
our nation today – addiction to alcohol and
other drugs.
Several celebrities and health advocates
appeared at the rally including Joe Walsh,
Steven Tyler, Sheryl Crow, Jason Isbell, The
Fray, John Rzeznick of the Goo Goo Dolls,
Dr. Mehmet Oz, Patrick Kennedy and The
Surgeon General, Vice Admiral Vivek H.
Murthy.
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CADCA Joins DEA’s Comprehensive Strategy to
Address Heroin, Opioid Abuse, and Violent Crime

C

ADCA will play an instrumental role in the Drug Enforcement
Administration’s (DEA) comprehensive new 360 Strategy to
address heroin, opioid abuse, and violent crime.

“CADCA commends the DEA for recognizing education and
prevention are key elements to addressing the heroin and opioid
abuse epidemic in this country, and we are proud to join the
DEA’s comprehensive 360 Strategy. CADCA will bring its expertise in building effective community coalitions and facilitating
valuable dialogues to the initiative to empower communities and
support demand reduction,” said Gen. Arthur T. Dean, CADCA
Chairman and CEO.
According to the DEA, the goals of the new strategy include
stopping the deadly cycle of prescription opioid and heroin abuse
by eliminating the drug trafficking organizations and gangs fueling violence on the streets and addiction in communities. The
strategy will also include partnering with healthcare professionals
and engaging and strengthening community and social service
organizations that are best positioned to provide long-term help
and support for building drug-free communities.
The 360 Strategy launched in October at a press conference in
Pittsburgh, Pa., which will be one of four cities around the nation
in which the program will be implemented.
DEA Special Agent in Charge for the Philadelphia Division, Gary
Tuggle, said at the event, “DEA’s 360 Strategy recognizes that we
need to utilize every community resource possible to reach young
people and attack the heroin and prescription drug epidemic at
multiple levels. This three-sided strategy brings together everyone
who has a stake in the successful outcome of this pilot program.
This could be a model for many other communities.”
Other partners who are participating in the 360 Strategy include
the U.S. Attorney’s Office of the Western District of Pennsylvania,

CADCA's Carlton Hall spoke at a press conference announcing
the DEA 360 Strategy in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Boys & Girls Clubs of America, DEA Educational Foundation,
U.S. Department of Justice’s Violence Reduction Network, The
Elks Club, and the Partnership for Drug-Free Kids.
Coalitions can engage with the DEA Acting Administrator Chuck
Rosenberg and members of his senior staff leading their 360
Strategy as part of CADCA’s 2016 National Leadership Forum,
Feb. 1-4 in National Harbor, Md.
Read more about this on DEA’s website at dea.gov. n

“CADCA commends the DEA for recognizing education and prevention are
key elements to addressing the heroin and opioid abuse epidemic in this
country, and we are proud to join the DEA’s comprehensive 360 Strategy.
CADCA will bring its expertise in building effective community coalitions
and facilitating valuable dialogues to the initiative to empower communities
and support demand reduction.”
– Gen. Arthur T. Dean, CADCA Chairman and CEO
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Learn New Ways to Prevent Alcohol-Associated
Problems with New CADCA Resources

H

ave you test-driven CADCA’s new
impaired driving prevention toolkit? Well, you’re in for a great
journey through the Seven Strategies for
Community Change and how they can be
applied to reduce impaired driving in your
community.

communities.

Alcohol-impaired driving crashes still
account for one-third of all traffic-related
deaths in the United States. The annual cost
of alcohol-related crashes totals more than
$51 billion. Facts such as these continue
to drive efforts in communities around
the country to reduce driving under the
influence. CADCA, through the support
of the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, has developed an Impaired
Driving Prevention Toolkit to aid community efforts with the latest research and
evidence-based strategies.

The Toolkit offers a variety of strategies
aimed at changing or influencing community
conditions, standards, institutions, systems
and policies. To assist coalitions with assessing and planning their impaired driving
prevention efforts, the Toolkit provides links
to significant research and top experts in the
field, fact sheets, guidelines for data collection, sample logic models, sample intervention maps and success stories to inform
decision making and communication.

CADCA’s Impaired Driving Prevention
Toolkit is designed to provide coalitions,
law enforcement partners and drug prevention practitioners with strategies to prevent
and reduce impaired driving in their

Equipped with the findings from key
research in the field, the toolkit’s Impaired
Driving Prevention Strategies highlight
environmental strategies that coalitions can
use to change the context (or environment)
in which impaired driving occurs.

Alcohol continues to be the number one
substance of choice among young people
and many communities are looking for ways
to address this problem. That’s why reducing underage and binge drinking is key.
And who better to cover the topic than Dr.
David Jernigan, PhD, Associate Professor

in the Department of Health, Behavior
and Society, and Director of the Center on
Alcohol Marketing and Youth (CAMY) at
the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of
Public Health.
Jernigan developed CADCA’s brand-new
Strategizer. Produced jointly with CAMY,
Strategizer 57: Reducing Alcohol-Related
Harms Through Commercial Host Liability
introduces public health departments,
community coalitions and other interested
organizations and individuals to commercial
host liability as a public health intervention
to reduce the health and social problems
associated with excessive alcohol use.
“This new publication offers coalitions
insight into a powerful strategy to reduce
alcohol-related motor vehicle crashes: holding those who sell or serve alcohol for profit
liable for serving underage persons and
over-serving adult patrons,” Jernigan said.
Both resources are free of charge. You
can download the Strategizer at cadca.org/
resources/strategizer-57 and check out the
toolkit at preventimpaireddriving.org. n
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Targeting Harmful and
Underage Student Drinking
with NIAAA’s CollegeAIM

CADCA Celebrates
its Drug Free Kids
Campaign with
Awards Dinner
(continued from page 3)

As many CADCA coalition members know
firsthand, harmful and underage college drinking remain significant and persistent public
health problems – with consequences for
students, schools, and communities. Almost
40 percent of college students binge drink each
month -- and they are at risk for academic
problems, injuries, fights, sexual assaults, and
sometimes death. Much of this violence and
vandalism spills over into surrounding neighborhoods that must deal with the burdens of
excessive security and maintenance costs, and
a diminished quality of life.
And while there are numerous options available to address student drinking
– they are not all equally effective. As a result, alcohol-related problems can
seem intractable - leading to questions and frustration over how best to reduce
student drinking and its negative consequences.
The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) has just
released an important new resource to help schools and communities address
harmful and underage student drinking. Developed with input from researchers
and college staff, CollegeAIM (which stands for College Alcohol Intervention
Matrix) is an easy-to-use and comprehensive tool to identify effective alcohol
interventions. Using CollegeAIM, schools and communities can choose interventions wisely – boosting their chances for success and helping them improve
the health and safety of students and the surrounding communities.
The result of a multi-year collaboration process, CollegeAIM represents the consensus of more than a dozen leading college alcohol researchers and NIAAA staff. It
is distinctive because of the breadth of its research and analysis, the number and
expertise of its contributors, and the convenience and accessibility of its presentation.
The matrix developers conducted an extensive review of decades of scientific literature to identify studies that have been published in peer-reviewed journals. From these
studies, nearly 60 interventions were rated for effectiveness, costs, and other criteria.
And the results are presented in two user-friendly matrices along with other resources,
references, and planning tools.
Since its release in late September, CollegeAIM has been very well-received by school
officials. According to Jonathan Gibralter, President of Wells College in Aurora, NY, “This
instrument is one of the most thoroughly vetted and user-friendly summaries of intervention strategies I have seen in decades.”

A portion of the Drug-Free Kids
Campaign benefits CADCA’s
National Youth Leadership
Initiative (NYLI), an evidencebased youth development
training that helps young
people and their adult advisors
strategically address their local
alcohol, tobacco and other
drug problems. CADCA trains
over 1,400 youth and adults
each year through the NYLI.
Youth trainers from the NYLI
program, Lauren Foisy and
DeJohn Taylor, also provided
remarks about the impact of
CADCA on their communities.
“CADCA and its NYLI are
changing the world. The face
of prevention is the face of
transformation,” Taylor told
the audience.
The
NYLI
brought
a
Photovoice exhibit to the
dinner. Photovoice uses
photography as a means of
social change. With this project, CADCA’s NYLI has
been working with the D.C.
Department of Behavioral
Health and the D.C. Prevention
Centers to spread awareness
and bring attention to the
growing issues of substance
use and abuse. Youth from all
eight wards had their photography featured in the exhibit. n

As coalition leaders involved in efforts to reduce underage drinking and the consequences
of alcohol misuse, you, too, are in a critical position to improve the health and safety of the
college students in your communities—and NIAAA’s CollegeAIM can help.
CADCA’s communications team is currently working closely with NIAAA to develop products that will help you discuss CollegeAIM with your local college president. In the meantime, CollegeAIM is available to order or download at CollegeDrinkingPrevention.gov. n
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Thank you to our many sponsors and supporters
for a successful Drug Free Kids Campaign
Premier Sponsors

Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz

Bronze Sponsors
RWJF Special Contributions
Fund of the Princeton Area
Community Foundation

Mark & Brenda Moore

Donald and Beverly Truslow
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CADCA
Book Club
Free E-Book and Curriculum
Helps Tweens Understand
OTC Medicine Abuse

Real-life tweens can learn about the importance of measurement
and dosage from fictional characters Nicky, Asha and Rebecca in
the digital book by Kiini Ibura Salaam, The Perfect Project. Told
through the perspective of tweens on a science project deadline,
the book, published by Scholastic, is used to complement its overthe-counter medicine abuse training.
Coalitions are the perfect vehicle to deliver medicine safety
messages to young people in the community. To help in that
effort, CADCA and several of its coalitions assisted in revising
content for the community section of the OTC Medicine Safety
program’s curriculum, developed by Scholastic and the American
Association of Poison Control Centers in partnership with McNeil
Consumer Healthcare. The curriculum, aimed at 5th and 6th
graders, raises awareness about the safe use of OTC medicines
and provides resources to better equip educators, school nurses,
parents and other community leaders with knowledge about
responsible OTC medicine use and storage.
Research shows that tweens begin to self-administer medicine
around 11 years old, or in fifth to sixth grade. In 2012, America’s
poison centers managed more than 296,000 exposure cases
involving children ages 6 to 19 and over half of these cases
involved medication errors and misuse.
Parents play a critical role in helping their tweens learn about the
responsible use of OTC medicines. With approximately 10,000
kids under age 18 visiting emergency departments every year due
to errors from self-administering OTC medications, it is important for parents and guardians to discuss the safe use and storage
of OTC medicines with their tweens. The OTC Medicine Safety
program equips parents, teachers, and guardians with the necessary materials to help facilitate these critical discussions.
Below are the Top Five tips from the OTC Medicine Safety
program that are helpful as parents discuss self-administration,
safe use, and storage of OTC medicines with their kids:

18

1. Tweens should only use OTC medicines with permission and
supervision from their parent or guardian.
2. Always read and follow the Drug Facts label, and never take
more than the directed amount or more frequently than what’s
directed on the label.
3. Know what is in your medicine and never use more than one
medicine with the same active ingredient.
4. Always use the dosing device that comes with the medicine.
Never use household measurement tools like teaspoons, tablespoons, or kitchen spoons.
5. Store medicines up and away and out of sight after every use.
“Some of these suggestions may seem simple and well known but
we often forget the dangers associated with what sits within our
medicine cabinets. We often trust our children and cannot fathom
them abusing over-the-counter medicines. However, with purple
drink, lean and other cocktails created using dextromethorphan
(DXM), household medications have become the drug of choice
for many of our pre-teens,” said Kristin Sweeter of New York’s
Niskayuna Community Action Program, a CADCA member who
has facilitated the program. “The more we can help people understand the challenges addiction causes, the more solutions can be
pushed forward.”
Check out the curriculum and find new marketing materials to
help you implement it in your community at scholastic.com/
OTCmedsafety. Your coalition can use ideas from the expanded
Community section to reach new audiences. The Perfect Project can
be downloaded for free at scholastic.com/otcmedsafety/pdfbook.n
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Membership Affinity
Affinity Program
Program
Membership
CADCA announces our NEW Affinity Program and Sponsoring Partners!
CADCA
announces our NEW Affinity Program and Sponsoring Partners!
This This
program
designed
to help CADCA
run effective
program
is designed
to help members
CADCA members
run effective
and efficient
coalitions.
and efficient
coalitions.

Average price
for 11 products

$1140

overnight
package

$100

30% off

$342

20% off

$20

$798

$80

Savings with
CADCA Membership

45% on 500+ Items
2.5 cent black & white copies
24 cent color copies
40% off finishing services
Savings with CADCA Membership

Average price
for a rental

$557

25%

$138
$419

Savings with
CADCA Membership

Savings with
CADCA Membership

Save
up to
$646.
Program
Details
PotentialThat's
of $646
savingsmore
than twice
more
than That’s
twice the
cost
the of
cost
an average
coalition
membership!
anofaverage
coalition
membership.
Visit www.cadca.org/affinity
to sign
for up.
these programs.
Visit cadca.org/affinity
toup
sign
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Save the Date:
CADCA’s 15th annual
Mid-Year Training Institute
July 17-21, 2016
Las Vegas

As 2015 comes to a close, CADCA would like to thank you
for creating positive social change in your communities.
We look forward to making a Monumental Impact with you in 2016!
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